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Introduction
Over the past two decades, observations have established that the Universe is undergoing a period of accelerated expansion. The expansion history H(z) is now well constrained by geometrical probes such as Type-1a supernovae (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) , Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO; e.g. Anderson et al. 2014 ) in the clustering of galaxies and anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) (e.g. Planck CollaboraSend offprint requests to: F. G. Mohammad, e-mail: faizan.mohammad@brera.inaf.it Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory, Cerro Paranal, Chile, using the Very Large Telescope under programs 182.A-0886 and partly 070.A-9007. Also based on observations obtained with MegaPrime/MegaCam, a joint project of CFHT and CEA/DAPNIA, at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), which is operated by the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada, the Institut National des Sciences de l'Univers of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of France, and the University of Hawaii. This work is based in part on data products produced at TER-APIX and the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre as part of the CanadaFrance-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey, a collaborative project of NRC and CNRS. The VIPERS web site is http://www.vipers.inaf.it/. tion et al. 2015) . In the framework of Einstein's General Relativity (GR), the observed H(z) requires the inclusion of an extra contribution in the cosmic budget, in the form of a fluid with negative pressure, dubbed 'dark energy'. Current observations are compatible with the simplest form for this fluid, coinciding with Einstein's cosmological constant. Alternatively, however, one could also match the data by modifying the very nature of the gravitational equations. These two alternatives are degenerate when considering the expansion history of the Universe alone. Such a degeneracy can be lifted, in principle, by measurements of the growth rate of cosmological structure, which is sensitive to the gravity theory.
As the motions of galaxies respond to the gravitational potential, the velocity field can be used as a powerful probe of the growth of structure. In galaxy redshift surveys, the line-of-sight velocity information becomes encoded in the redshift through the Doppler component which combines with the cosmological redshift, radially distorting galaxy positions in what is called 'redshift space'. The amplitude of such 'redshift-space distortions' (RSD; Kaiser 1987) of structure, f (z), and motivates the interest in RSD as a powerful way to break the degeneracy between GR and alternative theories of gravity (Guzzo et al. 2008) .
Measuring f from RSD is however complicated by the nonlinear component of the velocity field, which dominates on small scales (< 3 h −1 Mpc) and is produced by high-velocity galaxies inside virialised structures, such as groups and clusters. This component has to be properly modelled if one wants to extract the linear growth rate signal, fully exploiting the data (e.g. Reid et al. 2014) . To this end, early measurements used a modification of the original linear model for the redshift-space power spectrum derived by Kaiser (1987) , empirically accounting for nonlinear contributions through a Lorenzian (or exponential in configuration space) damping (the 'dispersion model', Peacock & Dodds 1994) . Numerical tests have shown that for galaxy-sized haloes this model tends in general to deliver biased estimates of f (z), up to ∼ 10% (Okumura & Jing 2011; Bianchi et al. 2012) . This is clearly incompatible with the percent precision goals of modern redshift surveys, motivating extensive work on improved RSD models extending into the non-linear regime (e.g. Scoccimarro 2004; Taruya et al. 2010; Reid & White 2011; Bianchi et al. 2015 Bianchi et al. , 2016 Uhlemann et al. 2015) . Some of these models have been applied to real data, with positive results (e.g. Pezzotta et al. 2017; de la Torre et al. 2017, and references therein) .
Given the challenge of modelling the non-linear regime, we can attempt to reduce the importance of these regimes in the data. One way to achieve this is through a linearisation of the density field by thresholding density peaks using the 'clipping' technique. We study this approach in a parallel work (Wilson et al. 2017, in preparation) .
Another way is to identify, if they exist, sub-populations of galaxies that by their very nature are less affected by nonlinear motions. In Mohammad et al. (2016) , for example, we used numerical simulations to explore the use of galaxy groups and clusters as tracers of large-scale linear motions, modelling their redshift-space auto and cross-correlation functions. Although the group auto-correlation function yields the least biased results, it is penalised by the reduced statistics, due to the inevitably smaller number of galaxy groups that can be identified in a survey catalogue. The best compromise between statistical and systematic errors was obtained using the groupgalaxy cross-correlation function, with systematic errors remaining smaller than 5% also when including measurements down to 5 h −1 Mpc. The idea beyond these experiments is that of eliminating or reducing the weight of high-velocity galaxies in virialised structures in the computed two-point function. In the language of the halo model (Cooray & Sheth 2002) , these are the objects defined as satellites, in contrast to central halo galaxies. In this picture, auto-correlating groups enhances the large-scale halo-halo term, minimising the contribution of 1-halo pairs affected by high relative velocities.
Going beyond this would require identifying a sub-class of galaxies that are more numerous than groups, while still being objects that are central galaxies in a halo. One way to look for such a sample is to start from the observed colour dichotomy of galaxies. It is well known since almost forty years (e.g. Dressler 1980 ) that high density regions, where random highvelocity motions dominate, are preferentially inhabited by red galaxies. Conversely, blue galaxies tend to avoid these regions (at least out to z 1) and as such should be less affected by the non-streaming motions typical of groups and clusters. Several works in the literature have compared the clustering of active (blue) and passive (red) galaxies at z 0 (Madgwick et al. 2003; Zehavi et al. 2005) . Quantitatively, halo occupation distribution (HOD) models indicate that red galaxies are likely to be satellites in massive dark matter haloes, while blue galaxies are typically central galaxies in haloes of lower mass (Guo et al. 2014) . It is also well known that the segregation of galaxy colours and morphologies is mirrored by the kinematics of red and blue galaxies (Guzzo et al. 1997 ). In the local Universe, early-type (i.e. red S0s and elliptical) galaxies show larger random velocities and prominent 'fingers-of-God' features than late-type (blue spiral and irregular) galaxies.
In this paper we exploit this dichotomy using the newly released data of the VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS) Scodeggio et al. 2017) . Measurements of the growth rate from RSD out to z = 1 using the VIPERS final data release have been presented recently using complementary techniques (Pezzotta et al. 2017; de la Torre et al. 2017; Hawken et al. 2017) . The selection of a catalogue of galaxy groups is under way (Iovino et al., in preparation) and is limited by the VIPERS angular mask. Given its broad selection function (essentially flux-limited), high sampling rate and extended photometric information, VIPERS is ideal to select subsamples of galaxies based on properties such as luminosity and colour.
Here we perform joint analyses of the auto-correlation and cross-correlation statistics of the sub-samples. The study is focussed on two populations selected by colour, red and blue, and further selected by luminosity to form volume-limited samples.
In Sect. 2 we describe the VIPERS dataset and the methodology used for sample selection. In Sect. 3 we describe the construction of the mock catalogues that we used for building covariance matrices and testing the accuracy of the estimators. The computation of the correlation function statistics is described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we present the redshift-space distortion models that we use to fit the data in Sects. 6 and 7. The results and final conclusions are given in Sects. 8 and 9 . Throughout the work we adopted the standard flat ΛCDM cosmological model with parameters (Ω b , Ω m , h, n s , σ 8 ) = (0. 045, 0.30, 0.7, 0.96, 0.80) .
Observational data

The VIPERS survey
The VIPERS survey extends over an area of 23.5 deg 2 within the W1 and W4 fields of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey Wide (CFHTLS-Wide). The VIMOS multiobject spectrograph (Le Fèvre et al. 2003 ) was used to cover these two fields with a mosaic of 288 pointings, 192 in W1 and 96 in W4. Galaxies were selected from the CFHTLS-Wide catalogue to a faint limit of i AB = 22.5, applying an additional (r − i) vs (u − g) colour pre-selection that efficiently and robustly removes galaxies at z < 0.5. Coupled with a highly optimised observing strategy (Scodeggio et al. 2009 ), this doubles the mean galaxy sampling efficiency in the redshift range of interest, compared to a purely magnitude-limited sample, bringing it to 47%. Spectra were collected at moderate resolution (R 220) using the LR Red grism, providing a wavelength coverage of 5500-9500Å. The typical redshift error for the sample of reliable redshifts is σ z = 0.00054(1 + z), which corresponds to an error on a galaxy peculiar velocity at any redshift of 163 km s −1 . These and other details are given in the PDR-2 release paper . A discussion of the data reduction and management infrastructure was presented in Garilli et al. (2014) , while a complete description of the survey design and target selection was given in Guzzo et al. (2014) . The dataset used in this paper is an early version of the PDR-2 data, from which it differs by a few hundred redshifts revised during the very last period before the release. In total it includes 89 022 objects with measured redshifts. As in all statistical analyses of the VIPERS data, only measurements with quality flags 2 to 9 inclusive are used, corresponding to a sample with a redshift confirmation rate of 96.1% (for a description of the quality flag scheme, see Scodeggio et al. 2017) . In this work we used the absolute magnitudes derived for the VIPERS sample in Davidzon et al. (2016) , where spectral energy distributions (SED) were fitted to the extensive multi-band ancillary photometry available for the survey, as part of the VIPERS Multi-Lambda Survey (Moutard et al. 2016 ).
Colour classification
To split the VIPERS sample into two blue and red sub-samples, we used the observed bimodal distribution of galaxy properties. Haines et al. (2017) give an extensive discussion of bimodality in the final VIPERS data as a function of spectral properties. Here we used a criterion based on photometry, following Fritz et al. (2014) , where UV = (M U − M V ) colours and their dependence on redshift are described (see also Siudek et al. 2017) .
We modelled the UV colour distribution with three Gaussian components. We note that the details of this split are not crucial for this work since our goal is essentially to separate a population dominating the high-density regions (the 'red' galaxies) from the remaining class of bluer objects that should mostly populate the 'field' and not to assess the reality of a third population with intermediate properties. Thus, the three-Gaussian fit simply characterises the three main populations of galaxies evident in the colour-magnitude diagram: the 'red sequence', 'green valley' and the 'blue cloud'. We performed the fit in redshift slices with width ∆z = 0.1 to account for redshift evolution. In each redshift bin, the measured UV colour distribution was fitted with the three-Gaussian model
where ϕ b (UV, z), ϕ g (UV, z) and ϕ r (UV, z) model the contribution to the overall colour distribution from the blue, green and red classes, respectively. Each term ϕ c (UV, z) on the right side of Eq. (1) was modelled as a Gaussian distribution,
In Eq. (2), A c , µ c and σ c are respectively the normalization factor, the mean and the dispersion of the Gaussian distribution. Figure 1 shows the histograms of the UV colour distribution in different redshift bins along with the related best-fitting models.
In computing the normalised distributions of the UV colour, we weighted each galaxy to correct for the target sampling rate TSR and spectroscopic success rate SSR (both quantities are defined and discussed in details in Sect. 4.2). We assigned a red and blue weight to each galaxy based upon the model fit to quantify the likelihood of being a member of the red or blue classes. The weight is normalised such that w b + w r = 1, with
where UV g and z g are the galaxy colour and redshift while z i is the corresponding redshift bin, that is z i − ∆z/2 ≤ z g ≤ z i + ∆z/2 and the subscript -c denotes the blue or red colour type. We stress here that in this analysis only two classes are considered. Galaxies with intermediate 'green' colours contribute Normalised distribution of galaxy rest-frame UV colour in VIPERS in the redshift range 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 1.2 (points). Statistical uncertainties include cosmic variance, estimated using the linear bias relation with b = 1.4 (see Appendix D). The best-fit models (Eq. 1) are shown as black continuous lines. Contributions to the model from the galaxies belonging to the blue cloud, red sequence and green valley are plotted as blue dashed, red dash-dotted and green dotted lines, respectively.
to the red and blue samples with their corresponding weights. In practice, the result is similar to the usual binary blue-red classification based upon UV colour. However, here green galaxies are not discarded but enter the measurements proportionally to their blue or red fractions. The advantage is twofold. We avoid introducing a sharp, arbitrary cut to separate red from blue objects and we keep all the objects of the catalogue. In this work, we weighted each galaxy by its corresponding colour weight w b or w r when computing statistics on the blue or red samples, respectively.
The redshift distributions resulting from this classification are shown in Fig. 2 for the blue and red weighted samples along with the full sample of galaxies in VIPERS. The smoothed distribution using a Gaussian filter with width σ z = 0.07 are also shown in the same figure.
Volume-limited samples
Selecting volume-limited samples from a flux-limited survey that covers an extended redshift range entails making assumptions on how galaxies evolve within the redshift range. In the past this has been usually modelled through an empirical luminosity evolution of the form
where M 0 is the absolute magnitude threshold one would assume at z = 0, and, for the B band and redshifts between 0 and ∼ 1, a slope M 1 −1 was adopted to describe the average luminosity evolution of the full population of galaxies (e.g. zCOSMOS: Lilly et al. 2009 ). This was empirically motivated by the observed evolution of the characteristic luminosity M * in the same surveys, under the assumption of a pure luminosity evolution.
Here we need to estimate the evolution parameters in Eq. 4 for each of our colour-selected sub-classes. From now on, we Fig. 2 . Un-normalised redshift distributions of VIPERS galaxies in the redshift range 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 1.2. The red and blue filled histograms show the observed number of blue and red galaxies respectively, i.e. when each galaxy is weighted by its blue w b or red w r colour weight only (see Eq. 3), resulting from our classification scheme (Sect. 2). The distribution of all galaxies is also shown with green filled histogram. The continuous lines superposed on the histograms show the same distributions after convolving with a Gaussian kernel with σ z = 0.07. Vertical black lines delimit the redshift range used in this analysis.
restricted our analyses to 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.0, a range which allowed us to build sufficiently large and fully complete volumelimited samples, given the VIPERS apparent magnitude limit. We worked under the same assumption that the comoving number density of galaxies in each class is preserved. This is clearly not strictly true as over the restricted redshift range considered, 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.0, (a) we expect some objects to migrate from the blue cloud to the red sequence (e.g. Gargiulo et al. 2017; Haines et al. 2017; Cucciati et al. 2017 ) and (b) the merger rate is small but non-zero (e.g. Fritz et al. 2014) . In practice, these approximations have no impact on our conclusions, as our broad goal, as we shall show, is to maximize the fraction of central galaxies of galaxy-sized haloes.
Under these assumptions, we required the resulting comoving number density of galaxies in the selected samples to be constant with redshift, and computed the parameter values (M 0 , M 1 ) that give the corresponding integration limit of the luminosity function in Eq. 4. We worked in bins of width ∆z = 0.05, fixing the luminosity threshold M th B (z) to match the 90% completeness value in the highest-redshift bin (i.e. 0.95 ≤ z ≤ 1.0) and computed the related reference comoving number density n ref . The luminosity threshold M th B (z) over the full range was then estimated as the one that keeps the comoving number density equal to this value: n (z) = n ref . We assumed M th B (z) to evolve linearly with redshift according to Eq. (4).
The measured luminosity evolution function M th B (z) is shown in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 for blue and red galaxy samples respectively, along with the related best-fit models. The error budget σ n (z) on n (z) takes contributions from the Poissonian shotnoise and the sample variance terms. The latter was estimated through linear theory predictions (see Appendix D) assuming a linear local and scale-independent bias b = 1.6. With respect to the discussion in Sect. 2.2 we used a higher value here as the bias is known to be larger for more luminous galaxies (Marulli et al. 2013; Granett et al. 2015; Cappi et al. 2015; Di Porto et al. 2016) . The errors on the luminosity threshold M B corresponding to a comoving number density n (z) + σ n (z) and n (z) − σ n (z), respectively. The error on M th B (z) was then ob- The best-fit evolution coefficients for the cases of red and blue galaxies, together with the main properties of the resulting volume-limited samples are listed in Table 1 . In this work we defined the effective redshift z eff as the median of the distribution of the average redshift of all galaxy pairs with separations 3 h −1 Mpc < s < 50 h −1 Mpc.
VIPERS mock surveys
We used a set of 153 independent VIPERS mock catalogues both to estimate the covariance matrix of clustering measurements and to test the impact of systematics arising from observational issues and RSD modelling. In our analysis we used two types of mock samples:
i parent mocks -The light-cone galaxy catalogues with the VIPERS redshift distribution and rectangular sky coverage; ii VIPERS-like mocks -The parent mocks with VIPERS survey geometry and application of the slit-assignment algorithm and redshift measurement error.
Mock construction
The mocks were constructed from the Big MultiDark Planck (BigMDPL, Prada et al. 2012) dark matter N-body simulation using HOD prescriptions to populate dark matter haloes with galaxies. The HOD parameters were calibrated using luminosity-dependent clustering measurements from the preliminary data release of VIPERS. The detailed procedure is described in de la . The simulations were carried out in the flat ΛCDM cosmological model with parameters:
( 0.307, 0.048, 0.678, 0.96, 0.823) . Since the resolution is not sufficient to match the typical halo masses probed by VIPERS, low mass haloes were added following the recipe proposed in de la .
Central galaxies were placed at the halo centre with no peculiar velocities in the rest frame of the hosting halo. Satellite galaxies were distributed within dark matter haloes according to an NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1997) . In addition to the hosting halo peculiar velocity, an additional random velocity component, drawn from a Gaussian distribution along each Cartesian direction, was assigned to the satellite galaxies. The velocity dispersion along each axis was computed following van den Bosch et al. (2004) under the assumption of spherical symmetry and isotropy within dark matter haloes obeying an NFW density profile. This is clearly a delicate aspect in the case in which the mocks are used to test models of redshift-space distortions, as done for VIPERS, since the non-linear component of the velocity field is the most critical part of RSD modelling. We shall discuss this point further in this paper, when comparing results from the mocks and the real data.
Galaxy B-band luminosities and colours were assigned following the methods presented in Skibba et al. (2006) and Skibba (2009) . To summarise, halo occupation distribution model fits were carried out on the observed projected correlation functions measured in luminosity threshold samples, leading to an analytical luminosity-and redshift-dependent HOD parametrization (de la ). The observed conditional colour bimodality UV|M B in VIPERS was fitted with a double Gaussian distribution function. Using these fits, galaxies were placed in the simulation with the following recipe:
and N sat (m| > M B,cut , z) , where M B,cut is the absolute magnitude limit corresponding to i = 22.5 at redshift z, and populate the given halo accordingly. 2. Draw values of M B for the central and satellite galaxies by sampling from the cumulative distribution. This is done by solving
where u is a uniform random number between 0 and 1 and the subscript 'type' stands for 'cen' or 'sat' depending on the type of galaxy. 3. The rest-frame colour of the satellite and central galaxies is assigned with the relations (Skibba 2009 )
and
Similarly to Skibba (2009) , the coefficients in Eq. 5 have been set by trial and error, as to reproduce the observed segregation in the projected correlation function of red and blue galaxies.
Volume-limited mock samples
Although the mock catalogues are found to be a good representation of the observed properties of the global galaxy population surveyed by VIPERS, they do not necessarily accurately reproduce the distributions of colour-selected galaxy samples. We found that by following the procedure to construct volume limited samples described in Sect. 2.3, we were unable to match both the number density and clustering amplitude of the blue and red samples in the mocks and data. The main consequence of this mismatch is inaccuracy in the covariance matrices that we derive from the mocks. As a compromise, we set the luminosity threshold to match the clustering amplitude. This guarantees the accuracy of the cosmic variance contribution in covariance matrices. This lead to a ∼ 15% deficit in the galaxy number density in the mocks with respect to the corresponding VIPERS samples. However, we accounted for this mismatch of shot noise by modifying the covariance matrix (see Sect. 6).
To draw volume-limited mock samples from the flux-limited ones, we followed the same procedure adopted for real catalogues in Sect. 2.3. We adopted a second-order polynomial in z to better reproduce the mean luminosity evolution measured from our 153 mocks,
To match the clustering amplitude of red and blue galaxies in VIPERS we set the luminosity threshold for mock galaxies (both 15 where the measurements of the 2PCF multipoles of the luminous blue galaxies in VIPERS-like mocks and VIPERS data are plotted together).
Two-point correlations
The anisotropic two-point correlation function was measured as a function of two variables, namely the angle-averaged pair separation s and µ, the cosine of the angle between the line of sight and the direction of pair separation. We describe here the estimator used to measure the anisotropic two-point correlation functions ξ (s, µ) and the method used to correct the measurements against different observational systematics.
Estimator
We used the minimum variance estimator proposed by Landy & Szalay (1993) ,
In Eq. (8) DD, DR and RR are respectively the data-data, datarandom and random-random normalised pair counts. The ran- dom sample consists of points drawn uniformly from the survey volume characterised by the same radial and angular selection functions affecting the galaxy sample. We obtained the cross-correlation function between volumelimited samples of blue and red galaxies by replacing the galaxygalaxy pair count DD with the blue-red galaxy cross-pair count D b D r and the galaxy-random cross-pair count 2DR with D b R + D r R with the subscript -b (-r) denoting the blue (red) galaxy type. The use of volume-limited samples allowed us to build a single random catalogue characterised by a comoving number density constant with redshift to probe the survey volume in virtue of the fact that both blue and red samples are affected by the same angular and radial selection functions.
In particular we used 200 linear bins in µ between [0, 1] with measurements sampled at the mid point of each bin in µ. The pair separation s was binned using logarithmic bins, log s i+1 = log s i + ∆s log ,
with ∆s log = 0.1. The value of s to which the measured correlation in each bin is referenced was defined using the logarithmic mean 1 ,
The measured anisotropic two-point correlation function ξ s (s, µ) was then projected on the Legendre polynomials L (µ) in order to obtain the multipole moments of the two-point correlation function ξ s,( ) (s). However, given the discrete bins in µ we replaced the integral by the Riemann sum,
The number of bins in µ was deliberately taken high in order to have a good sensitivity to the direction of the pair separation, crucial for estimates of the quadrupole.
Corrections for incompleteness
The target sampling rate (TSR) and spectroscopic success rate (SSR) result in incompleteness in the observed galaxy distribution with respect to the underlying one that systematically biases the two-point correlation function on large scales. In particular, due to the slit placement constraints, the target sampling rate is lower in regions with a high density of galaxies on the sky. This leads to a systematic reduction in the clustering amplitude. The effect is even stronger for the more strongly clustered luminosity and colour sub-samples that we consider. Following the procedure presented in de la Torre et al. (2013), we corrected for the sampling effects by applying weights. Each galaxy was weighted by the inverse of the effective sampling rate, w ESR = TSR −1 × SSR −1 in addition to the colour weight corresponding to the blue or red sample selection, w b or w r .
The proper computation of the target sampling rate requires having the photometric parent sample. However, for subsamples selected by luminosity, the parent sample is not known since it is defined using spectroscopic redshift. Due to this limitation, we used the same target sampling rate estimated on the full flux-limited sample and used by Pezzotta et al. (2017) to analyse the full VIPERS sample.
The effective sampling rate affects the amplitude of the correlation function on large scales as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the multipoles of the auto correlation of blue galaxies and bluered cross correlation respectively in the volume-limited mock samples. We do not show results for the auto-correlation of red galaxies, as the tests on the parent mocks will show that this class of galaxies produced very biased results (see Sect. 7), and so will not be used to draw our final conclusions. However, we found that, in the case of volume-limited sample of red galaxies, the performance of the correction method was similar to the cases shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The application of the weights corrected the monopole and quadrupole within ∼ 5-7% with the exception of the zero-crossing region for the quadrupole.
We found that the weights do not perform as well as shown in the full-sample analysis (Pezzotta et al. 2017 ). This is due to the higher clustering of volume-limited samples, together with the fact that the weights are computed based upon the full sample. The correction acts by upweighting galaxies according to the local projected density in the full sample, but since the subsamples we considered are more clustered than in the full sample the weights do not fully account for the galaxies that were missed.
The pairs that are lost due to the slit placement constraints preferentially remove power on scales < 1 h −1 Mpc. As described in de la this bias may be corrected by the application of a weighting function to galaxy pairs that depends on angular separation (see Appendix A). We tested the application of angular weights using mock catalogues on the colour-and luminosity-selected samples and found no significant change in the measured monopole and quadrupole on the scales considered. We found that, as expected, the sparseness of our subsamples amplifies the shot noise error and the uncertainties in the weight correction degrading the measurement. Therefore, for the subsequent analyses we did not apply the angular weights.
Taking into account the sampling rate corrections, the final pair counts are,
In Eq. (12) w c is the galaxy colour weight related to the colour type c (blue or red) and Θ (s, µ) is a step function equal to unity if log s ∈ [log s i −∆s log /2, log s i +∆s log /2] and µ ∈ [µ j −∆µ/2, µ j + ∆µ/2] and zero otherwise. In flux-limited galaxy samples, the radial selection function drops as one moves to higher redshifts. As a result the pair counts are dominated by the nearby galaxies with limited contribution from the more distant ones, even though the latter probe larger volumes. This motivates the use of J 3 weights (Hamilton 1993) in configuration space, or equivalently FKP weights (Feldman et al. 1994) in Fourier space, to give an optimum balance between cosmic variance and shot noise in the two-point statistics. But the J 3 weighting scheme is found in practice to be ineffective for the flux-limited sample in VIPERS (de la ) and only makes the measurements noisier; we therefore did not include these weights in our measurements. In any case, the optimal weights are proportional to the inverse of the selection function except where shot noise dominates. Since we restricted the redshift range of our analysis to exclude the lowdensity tails, volume-limited samples should therefore give the main advantage claimed for optimal weighting, maximizing the effective volume and minimizing the sampling errors. Figure 7 shows the redshift-space two-point correlation functions ξ s (r p , π) for the blue and red populations both in the flux-and volume-limited sub-samples, computed applying the methodology and correction discussed above. The reduced small-scale FoG stretching for blue galaxies is evident. In the top panels we have also over-plotted the correlation function estimates obtained respectively from the mean of the blue and red mock samples. The agreement between data and mock samples for the blue population is remarkable on all scales. This is not true for the red galaxies: first, the mock sample shows a higher amplitude, which was expected given its slightly higher linear bias. Secondly, the small-scale stretch of the contours produced by high-velocity dispersion pairs is significantly stronger. We will have to keep this in mind when discussing the growth rate estimates based on the mock red galaxies; however, as we shall see, this difference will not change the main conclusions when comparing the blue and red samples.
Theoretical models for RSD
In large redshift surveys, observed redshifts result from a combination of the cosmological ones with the Doppler effect due to the line-of-sight component of the galaxy peculiar velocities. As a result the galaxy apparent positions s are distorted in the radial direction with respect to the real ones r if cosmological distances are inferred by means of observed redshifts, . Redshift-space two-point correlation function ξ s (r p , π), measured at 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.0 from flux-limited (top row) and volume-limited samples (bottom row) of blue (left) and red (right) VIPERS galaxies (colour scale and solid contours). The measurements are binned in 1 h −1 Mpc bins in both directions and have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter with dispersion σ = 0.8 h −1 Mpc. The more prominent small-scale stretching along the line of sight is clear in the clustering of red galaxies (right panels), which is almost absent for the blue galaxies (left panels). The dotted lines overplotted on the two top panels report instead for comparison the corresponding (un-smoothed) estimates from the mean of the 153 blue and red mock samples. The agreement of the blue mocks with the data is excellent. Conversely, the red mocks show, in addition to their known slightly larger linear bias value, a significantly stronger small-scale stretching, indicating a higher non-linear velocity component with respect to the data (see text for discussion). In the two bottom panels the look-up table has been normalised as to get the same top colour at the peak value of ξ s (r p , π), while setting the bottom limit to ξ s (r p , π) = 0.01.
In Eq. (13) f (z) is the linear growth rate of structure, e || is the unit vector along the line of sight and u is the scaled velocity field,
In terms of the overall matter density contrast δ = ρ/ρ − 1 the mass conservation between true δ and redshift-space δ s reads
In Eq. (15) d 3 s/d 3 r is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation in Eq. (13),
Under the small-angle plane-parallel approximation in the regime where the density contrast and the velocity gradients are much smaller than unity, that is δ 1 and ∂ u 1 respectively, and the velocity field is irrotational, the mass conservation in Eq. (15) takes a much simpler form in Fourier space,
In Eq. (17) ν is the cosine of the angle between the wavevector k and the line of sight and θ = ∇ · u is the velocity divergence. The galaxy bias b is assumed here to be linear, local and scale-independent. Furthermore, the galaxy peculiar velocity field is assumed unbiased with respect to that of the overall matter. Eq. (17) can thus be written as
where the subscript -i denotes the specific galaxy type considered.
In the large-scale limit where δ = θ, Eq. (18) becomes
In the most general case of blue-red cross correlation explored in this work, the linear Kaiser model (Kaiser 1987) for the redshiftspace cross power spectrum P s cr (k) follows directly from Eq. (19),
In Eq. (20) P δδ is the real-space matter power spectrum. The linear Kaiser model captures the enhancement in the galaxy clustering at very large scales. However it is not able to model the apparent clustering at smaller scales. Peacock & Dodds (1994) proposed the dispersion model, an empirical correction to the linear Kaiser model which accounts for the effect of fingers of God at small scales,
The damping factor D (kνσ 12 ) in Eq. (21) mimics the effect of pairwise velocity dispersion by suppressing the clustering power predicted by the linear Kaiser model. Here σ 12 is a scaleindependent nuisance parameter which can be regarded as an effective pairwise velocity dispersion. A more sophisticated model was derived by Scoccimarro (2004) to extend the description of RSD at mildly non-linear regime treating separately the density and velocity divergence fields. In particular, dropping the approximation δ = θ, it follows from Eq. (18) that
where P δθ and P θθ are respectively the density-velocity divergence and velocity divergence-velocity divergence power spectra. However, the Scoccimarro model in Eq. (22) fails in the description of small-scale motions within massive virialised structures dominated by high velocity galaxies with orbits that cross each other. This effect is included in the modelling in a similar way to the dispersion model by means of a damping factor,
Although an improvement over the Kaiser model, the model in Eq. (22) is still an approximation. It is derived in the largescale limit in the Gaussian case, while the probability distribution function (PDF) for the pairwise velocities is expected to be non-Gaussian at all scales. Furthermore, it neglects the scale dependence of the pairwise velocity PDF. Nevertheless, our tests in the following sections show that this model is able to capture the main effects in redshift space even at small scales provided that an appropriate galaxy sample, less affected by non-linear motions, is selected from the full galaxy population. In Pezzotta et al. (2017) , where all galaxies are considered in the analysis, the modelling included the even more advanced extension represented by the so called Taruya or TNS model (Taruya et al. 2010) , which takes into account the non-linear mode coupling between the density and velocity fields through additional corrections to the Scoccimarro model of Eq. (22) (which has the drawback of having extra degrees of freedom in the fit). Our goal here is complementary, that is to keep the modelling at a simpler possible level, but reducing the systematic biases through an optimised choice of galaxy tracers. For this reason we did not consider the TNS model.
The previous models also describe auto-correlation when b b = b r = b. RSD in the linear regime are degenerate with the linear growth rate f , the linear bias parameters b and the amplitude of the linear matter power spectrum σ 8 , so that one can constrain combinations of these parameters. Here we consider the combinations f σ 8 and bσ 8 once the input power spectra P δδ , P δθ and P θθ are renormalised by σ 2 8 . The input model for the linear matter power spectrum P lin δδ was obtained using the 'code for anisotropies in the microwave background' (CAMB) (Lewis et al. 2000) which was then combined with the HALOFIT tool (Takahashi et al. 2012 ) to predict the non-linear matter power spectrum P δδ at the effective redshift of the galaxy sample. The density-velocity divergence cross power spectrum P δθ and the velocity divergence-velocity divergence auto power spectrum P θθ were obtained using the new fitting formulae calibrated on a large set of N-body simulations with various cosmologies (DEMNUni: Carbone et al. 2016) which are described in a companion work , in preparation),
In Eq. (24) k cut δθ and k cut θθ are defined as
with σ 8 being the amplitude of the linear matter power spectrum. These formulae are more general and represent an improvement over the previous expressions provided by Jennings et al. (2011) . We adopted a Lorentzian functional form for the damping factor as it is found to provide the best description of N-body simulations and observations (Zurek et al. 1994; de la Torre & Guzzo 2012; Pezzotta et al. 2017) ,
with σ 12 being a free fitting parameter. The multipole moments of the anisotropic power spectrum P (k, ν) are given by
In Eq. (27) L is the Legendre polynomial of order . The corresponding multipoles of the two-point correlation function can be easily obtained from P (k) through
with j (x) being the spherical Bessel functions. The dispersion and Scoccimarro models (Eq. 21 and Eq. 23 respectively) for the blue-red cross-correlation depend on four fitting parameters, namely { f σ 8 , b b σ 8 , b r σ 8 , σ 12 }. However, both models present a degeneracy between the three parameters f σ 8 , b b σ 8 and b r σ 8 . One way to break such a degeneracy is to estimate the relative bias b 12 = b r /b b from the ratio of the projected two-point correlation functions at large scales (Mohammad et al. 2016) . But in our case the statistical errors on the measurements are sufficiently large that this approach does not give a stable estimate of b 12 . Alternatively, one can jointly fit the blue-red two-point cross-correlation function and one of the auto-correlation statistics. The price to pay is that the number of fitting parameters is increased to include the dispersion parameter σ 12 for the auto-correlation statistic We fixed the redshift-distance relation to the fiducial model and neglected geometric distortions arising from the AlcockPaczynski (AP) effect (Alcock & Paczynski 1979) . Including the AP effect would add two additional fitting parameters in the RSD model, the angular-diameter distance D A and the Hubble parameter H(z), at the expenses of significantly larger statistical errors on the measurements of the cosmological parameters (see e.g. Wilson et al. 2017, in preparation) . However, as shown in de la , a change in the fiducial cosmology from WMAP9 to the Planck one results in a marginal variation in the estimates of f σ 8 of less than 1%, small enough to be neglected in the total error budget of our analysis.
Fitting method and data covariance matrix
We fitted only the first two multipole moments of the redshiftspace two-point correlation function, namely the monopole ξ s,(0) (s) and quadrupole ξ s,(2) (s), to estimate the linear growth rate of structure. However, rather than using the multipoles themselves, we considered the quantity
that has a smaller dynamical range and, therefore, easier to fit in the range of separations we consider here (de la Torre et al. 2013).
Data covariance matrix
The clustering measurements in configuration space show a strong bin-to-bin correlation that needs to be taken into account when comparing data with theoretical models. This is quantified by means of the covariance matrix and its off-diagonal terms. To estimate the covariance matrix of the monopole and quadrupole moments of the auto-and cross-correlation functions we have used the 153 VIPERS mock catalogues. The covariance of a given quantity y in two different measurement bins i and j is estimated as where N s is the number of mocks, y k i is the measurement in bin i drawn from the k-th mock while y i denotes the mean of y i among its N s measurements. We fitted both the monopole and quadrupole of the two-point correlation function; thus, we also computed the cross-covariance of the multipoles.
The quantity of interest in our case is not the covariance matrix itself but rather its inverse matrix C −1 , in other words the precision matrix. Noise in the covariance matrix is amplified by the inversion process and leads to a biased estimate of the precision matrix (Hartlap et al. 2007 ). To account for this systematic error we followed Percival et al. (2014) and multiplied the generic element of the precision matrix by the factor (1 − D), with,
where N b is the number of measurement bins. In the case of the correlation matrix shown in Fig. 8 , N b = 44, N s = 153 and 1 − D = 0.71. The construction of the mock samples allowed us to match the clustering amplitude, but not the number density of VIPERS galaxies (see Sect. 3.2) . This means that the shot noise contribution in the covariance is not accurate. We modelled the covariance as the sum of two terms, the sample variance and shot noise,
The shot noise contribution was assumed to arise from a Poisson sampling process and is diagonal. We estimated this term using Monte Carlo realizations of a Poisson random field. We generated a set of 153 un-clustered random samples containing a number of particles equal to the one in the galaxy catalogue under consideration. Then using the monopole and quadrupole correlation functions measured in each Poisson random field we estimated the shot noise term of the covariance matrix. The covariance matrix derived from the mocks was then modified by subtracting the shot noise term expected in the mocks and then adding the term corresponding to the number density of the VIPERS sample under consideration. The estimated covariance matrix was rather noisy because of the limited number and the sparseness of the mock catalogues. To improve the estimation we used a box-car smoothing algorithm (Mandelbaum et al. 2013 ) with a kernel of size 3 × 3 bins centred on the bin in consideration to smooth the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrices. Each sub-block of the covariance matrix was smoothed independently. This smoothing operation reduces the noise in the covariance matrix so the correction in Eq. (31) becomes only an approximation. In practice, the smoothed covariance matrix would be equivalent to using a larger number of mocks (Dodelson & Schneider 2013) . Nevertheless, based on the tests shown in Appendix B, we kept the correction factor as defined earlier. This was a conservative choice as the correction acts to enlarge the error bars and Fig. B .1 confirms that this procedure further stabilizes the systematic errors in our range of interest. The condition number of the covariance matrix used for our reference estimate of the growth rate in Sect. 8 is ∼ 10 −3 , well above the machine precision. Figure 8 shows the correlation matrix R i j = C i j / C ii C j j before and after smoothing.
Fitting method
In Sect. 7 we fit jointly the measured y s,(0) (s) and y s,(2) (s) [see Eq. (29)] to estimate the parameters of both the dispersion and Scoccimarro models with a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithm. The Markov chain explores the posterior distribution in the parameter space constrained by the data likelihood and parameter priors. The data likelihood is given by
where χ 2 is the goodness of fit, θ p contains the set of model parameters and ∆ i is the difference between the measurement and the model predictions in bin i. The data vector y i is a concatenation of the monopole y s,(0) and quadrupole y s,(2) , restricted to the scales of interest. In particular, in Sect. 7 we fit the measured multipoles between a varying minimum fitting scale s min up to a maximum scale of s max 50 h −1 Mpc. Measurements on scales larger than s max are affected by large statistical errors due to finite-volume effects. The performance of the RSD models was tested by gradually increasing the minimum fitting scale between s min 3 h −1 Mpc up to s min = 10 h −1 Mpc. We adopted flat priors on each model parameter with bounds listed in Table 2 . As usual with an MCMC exploration of parameter space, marginalization over uninteresting degrees of freedom is achieved by ignoring those parameter values and simply dealing with the distribution of the MCMC samples over the parameter of interest -namely f σ 8 . Parent mocks: Flux-lim.
Blue galaxies Red galaxies Dispersion Scoccimarro Fig. 9 . Systematic errors on the estimates of the growth rate f σ 8 when using the full parent mock flux-limited samples of blue and red galaxies in the redshift range 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.0. The statistical errors, corresponding to the mean among 153 realizations, are also shown as vertical error bars although for the blue galaxies these are smaller than the size of points. The shaded regions correspond to 1% and 5% intervals on the growth rate, after marginalization over the hidden parameters of bias and velocity dispersion. We recall here that the apparent lack of red squares for s min < 10 h −1 Mpc is due to the large systematic errors from the red galaxies which are always greater than 45%. Here, as in the following plots, points at the same s min are slightly displaced for clarity.
Testing models on colour and luminosity mock VIPERS sub-samples
We used the VIPERS mock catalogues to test and optimise our RSD analysis applied to various galaxy sub-samples.
Ideal case
The first test used ideal mock VIPERS catalogues with no selection effects and observational errors to assess the importance of non-linear corrections. We refer to these ideal mocks as the VIPERS 'parent' mock samples.
Flux-limited samples
Using the ensemble of flux-limited mock samples, we measured the monopole and quadrupole correlation function for red and blue samples. We fixed the redshift range to z = [0.6, 1.0] that will also be used for the volume limited samples. We fitted the measurements with the dispersion and Scoccimarro models and tested the dependence on the minimum scale used in the fit s min . The results are plotted in Fig. 9 , in which we show the relative difference between the measured and expected values of f σ 8 as a function of s min . Since we are interested in estimating the systematic error, we consider the best estimate of f σ 8 that can be obtained from our 153 mocks and compare its deviations from the expected value. In principle, we should treat each mock as an independent realization to estimate the growth rate. The best estimate is then the mean of such 153 measurements of f σ 8 . However, due to computational requirements we carried out a single fit on the mean correlation function multipoles of the mocks with appropriate covariance matrix. As shown in Appendix C, both methods agree. When using the red population, we measured a value of f σ 8 that is 30% below the true one. The blue galaxy sample performed better, but required the exclusion of scales below Blue galaxies Red galaxies Blue + cross.
Fig. 10.
Same as in Fig. 9 but now using volume-limited samples drawn from the parent mock catalogues. Empty and filled markers distinguish the dispersion and Scoccimarro models, respectively, as in Fig.  9 . The green diamonds correspond to the joint fit of the blue galaxy auto-correlation and the cross-correlation of the two populations.
s min = 10 h −1 Mpc in order to achieve a systematic error of ∼ 5% using the Scoccimarro model, which is consistent with previous works (de la Torre & Guzzo 2012; Pezzotta et al. 2017 ). The dispersion model is more biased than the Scoccimaro model at all scales.
For the flux-limited samples we did not considered combining these results with the blue-red cross-correlation since the blue and red populations are characterised by different effective redshifts.
If we were to do so, the number of free parameters would increase to seven: Sect. 5) . This increase in the degrees of freedom fully erases the potential gain of the combination, which we shall explore only for the case of volume-limited samples.
Volume-limited samples
The tests using the flux-limited samples clearly suggest that we can reduce the weight of non-linearities by excluding red galaxies. Still, even when using blue galaxies alone a significant systematic under-estimate is evident, indicating a remaining nonnegligible role of high-velocity-dispersion objects, that we interpret as the presence of 'blue satellites' in dark matter haloes. We then considered luminosity-selected blue and red samples to try to maximise the fraction of central galaxies within this population since the intrinsic luminosity cut excludes faint objects that are commonly satellite galaxies.
The corresponding results are plotted in Fig. 10 , in the same form of the previous case. We also show results for the joint fit of the blue auto-correlation function with the blue-red cross-correlation. As before, red galaxies strongly underestimate the input growth rate parameter, although non-linear effects seem to be reduced when limiting the fit to scales larger than s min = 10 h −1 Mpc. The volume-limited sample of blue objects, instead, yielded systematic errors within ±5% down to the smallest explored scales, when the Scoccimarro correction (filled circles) was used. Also the simpler dispersion model delivered fairly good results down to s min 6 h −1 Mpc. The joint fit 'blue + cross' also provided us with improved systematic errors (below −5% for s min > 6 h −1 Mpc). In all cases, as for the flux-limited samples presented in Sect. 7.1.1, the relative differ- ence between the dispersion and Scoccimarro models decreases considering higher values of s min .
Our modelling assumes that the galaxy distribution traces the overall matter density field through a local, linear and scaleindependent bias parameter b. One may wonder whether the excellent performance of the adopted RSD model for luminous blue galaxies could be due to an accidental cancellation of systematics from an inadequate dynamical model and a simplistic bias model. In the mock catalogues we can measure the galaxy bias as a function of scale,
where ξ g (r) is the galaxy real-space correlation function and ξ m (r) is the non-linear matter correlation function used in the RSD model (see Sect. 5). We measured the bias of the luminous blue galaxy sample using the parent mock catalogues. The mean measurement of b(r) in the mocks is plotted in Fig. 11 . The bestfitting bias inferred from the RSD analysis using scales down to 5 h −1 Mpc is over-plotted. It is remarkable that the inferred bias matches the real space measurement within ∼ 2%. This agreement gives us confidence that the local and scale independent bias assumption is justified and does not introduce a significant systematic error in the RSD analysis.
Understanding the performances of volume-limited samples
These results clearly show that luminous blue galaxies preferentially trace large-scale, coherent, linear flows with little ve- locity dispersion, yielding the least biased estimates of f σ 8 that we could obtain. This is consistent with our conjecture that the colour and luminosity selections we have applied mainly select galaxies that are likely to be central objects of their dark matter haloes in the halo occupation distribution picture. We can verify this hypothesis by analysing the details of our mock samples which were built using a HOD model to reproduce the joint distribution of luminosity, colour and clustering amplitude in VIPERS (de la ).
In the mock catalogues more luminous galaxies tend to be centrals for both blue and red classes. Consequently the satellite fractions are lower in the volume-limited samples with respect to the flux-limited samples, which is what we were aiming for to minimise the non-linear contribution to the velocity field. This effect is clearly illustrated in Fig. 12 which plots the satellite fraction f sat as a function of redshift in the two cases. A large fraction of the red satellite galaxies are faint and so are effectively removed by the luminosity threshold. However, in absolute terms this fraction is still much higher than for the blue galaxies (40% vs. 7%), showing the predominance of red satellites in group environments. Evidently, to select red galaxies that are mostly centrals, one should select at an even higher luminosity threshold, which would make the sample very sparse and too small for a quantitative analysis. On the other hand, for the blue galaxies, the VIPERS HOD analysis that was used to build the mock samples predicts that a large fraction are central galaxies of their haloes. The difference in f sat between the fluxand volume-limited samples reduces at high redshifts since the luminosity cut there is closer to the original flux cut of the parent sample. We then made the assumption that this interpretation applies equally well to the VIPERS data, which is reasonable given that the HOD fit used in the mocks was calibrated using the VIPERS dataset. This choice is further corroborated by more recent HOD analyses that are ongoing with the VIPERS data.
Test on full VIPERS-like mocks
Before proceeding to the analysis of the luminous galaxy samples from VIPERS, we performed a final test of the modelling when all observational effects are included (masks, TSR and redshift measurement errors), analysing the fully realistic VIPERSlike mocks. Following de la Torre et al. (2017) and Pezzotta et al. (2017) , redshift errors were accounted for in the RSD modelling through an extra Gaussian damping factor, whose dispersion is fixed to the known rms value of the VIPERS redshift errors. In the mocks, this value is σ z = 4.7 × 10 −4 (1 + z), corresponding to the first estimate from the PDR-1 , while when fitting the data we used the most updated estimate from PDR-2 that is σ z = 5.4 × 10 −4 (1 + z) ). We also stress that, based on the results of Sect. 4, in all computations (on the mocks, and in the following, on the data), we did not applied the small-scale angular correction using the w A weights.
The results are plotted in Fig. 13 , where top panel clearly indicates that blue galaxies in the volume-limited sample trace the quasi-linear RSD better than objects in the flux-limited sam-ple, yielding with both models systematic errors within 5% down to very small scales. The Scoccimarro model, in particular, provided virtually unbiased estimates when using scales s min ≥ 5 h −1 Mpc. This further regularisation could be interpreted as due to a further depletion of galaxy pairs with high velocity differences, which cannot be observed after applying SPOC, the VIPERS slit assignment scheme.
In the same figure we also show the results for the joint fit of the blue auto-correlation and the blue-red cross-correlation, which gave again less satisfactory results. This combination is clearly affected by the poor performances of the red population. The interest in adding this combination was clearly stimulated by the hope to reduce statistical errors. This is in fact the case, as shown the bottom panel of the same figure, where statistical errors expected for a single VIPERS-like realisation using the Scoccimarro model are shown. However, the gain is marginal when compared to the increase in the systematic bias with respect to the use of blue galaxies alone.
Based on these results, in the application to the real VIPERS data we will therefore not use red galaxy data (auto-and crosscorrelation) as a contribution to our main conclusions regarding f σ 8 . Nevertheless, we will report the measurements for the VIPERS real red galaxy data as it is interesting to see how the consistency of the growth-rate measurements compares with what is seen in the mocks, and discuss this comparison in Appendix E.
Results on the VIPERS data
Our detailed mock experiments suggest that an analysis of the blue luminous galaxy sample using the Scoccimarro RSD model should allow us to obtain unbiased measurements of f σ 8 from the data, down to s = 5 h −1 Mpc (Fig. 13) . But although the mock samples are realistic in many respects, they cannot be expected to match all aspects of the real VIPERS sample. We therefore performed an additional robustness test to check the stability of the values of f σ 8 measured from the data as a function of s min , as was done with the mocks.
The results are shown in Fig. 14 . The recovered values of f σ 8 are very stable, down to the minimum scales considered, with some oscillation around s min = 4 h −1 Mpc, which we know coincides with the scale where the quadrupole changes sign and is intrinsically difficult to fit. Based on the mock results, however, we preferred to be conservative and excluded from our reference estimate measurements below s min 5 h −1 Mpc, since this is the range where non-linear effects and non-linear bias might not have been fully captured by our VIPERS mocks. For this same minimum scale s min , we have also plotted in the same figure the estimate one obtains by modelling the auto-correlation of the luminous red sample and from a joint fit of the blue autocorrelation and the cross-correlation function. The red galaxy estimate is 13% lower than the blue galaxy value, which is in agreement with the results of the mock catalogues, but in a less dramatic way (see Fig. 10 ). For the chosen reference value of s min we plot in Fig. 15 the monopole ( = 0) and quadrupole ( = 2) of the VIPERS luminous blue galaxy sample, together with their best fit models. The close agreement between the data and the mocks is impressive -especially so for the quadrupole, given that the HOD mocks were not built with any requirement to match this moment of the two-point correlation function. Even though we have used simple probabilistic algorithms to mimic colour sub-classes of galaxies, it seems that the resulting galaxy catalogues are reassuringly realistic in their redshiftspace properties. For comparison, the accuracy of the mock red Planck : ΛCDM + GR Blue + Cross Blue galaxies Red galaxies
Fig. 14. Dependence on the minimum fitted scale, s min , of the estimate of f σ 8 from the VIPERS PDR-2 data, using a volume-limited sample of luminous blue galaxies (blue circles). We also show for comparison, for the reference s min = 5 h −1 Mpc, estimates based on the auto-correlation of VIPERS luminous red galaxies (red square) and from the blue+cross joint fit (green diamond). All estimates use the Scoccimarro model. galaxy sample in reproducing the real data is discussed in Appendix E.
The results of the joint fit to monopole and quadrupole of the luminous blue galaxies yielded
which agrees very well with the complementary VIPERS measurements based on the full PDR-2 sample (Pezzotta et al. 2017) , its combination with galaxy-galaxy lensing (de la , and using galaxy outflows from cosmic voids (Hawken et al. 2017 ). All these measurements are shown in Fig. 16 . Such an agreement provides a posteriori reassurance of the quality of non-linear corrections applied in all these different analyses. We stress that the sample used here differs significantly from the full-survey samples used in Pezzotta et al. (2017) and de la . In this respect, the measurement based on galaxy outflows from voids (Hawken et al. 2017 ) is the most novel technique, for which systematic biases are still to be fully explored. Nevertheless, the value obtained using voids remains within ∼ 2σ of the other estimates.
In the same figure we also report previous measurements from other large galaxy redshift surveys. The value obtained here using luminous blue galaxies confirms the agreement of the VIPERS estimates and of virtually all recent surveys with the standard ΛCDM model with cosmological parameters set to the Planck values (solid line).
Discussion and conclusions
The relative clustering signal of red and blue galaxies was used in previous works as a way to reduce statistical errors on the growth rate (Blake et al. 2013; Ross et al. 2014; Pearson et al. 2016) following the idea of McDonald & Seljak (2009) . A prerequisite for these multi-tracer analyses is that there is no systematic difference in the inferred growth rate from the individual populations. This was explicitly verified in the analysis by Ross et al. (2014) who find that the growth rate measurements from blue and red sub-samples in the CMASS BOSS survey are compatible with each other with a minimum fitting scale of 30 h Pushing the RSD analysis to smaller scales reveals systematic differences in the velocity fields traced by red and blue galaxies (Guzzo et al. 1997) . In this paper we have taken advantage of these differences in order to minimise the systematic uncertainties in the measurement of the growth rate. We have benefited from the VIPERS broad (essentially flux-limited) selection function, which targeted galaxies uniformly and with high sampling rate, independently of type and colour. We used the restframe UV colours to select sub-samples of blue and red galaxies which largely coincide with active and passive galaxy types. We modelled the luminosity evolution of each class to high precision, defining samples that we argue are homogeneously selected in colour and luminosity over the range 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.0.
A clear trend is seen in the data that the red sample has higher velocity dispersion evident by the fingers-of-God feature (See Fig. 7 ). Red galaxies are typically found in high density regions while blue galaxies tend to populate low density environments. This difference is accounted for in the halo occupation distribution (HOD) framework, in which the red sample has a higher satellite fraction characteristic of massive dark matter haloes, while the blue sample is predominantly made up of central galaxies in lower mass haloes. Guided by this idea, we have explored the possibility of selecting blue objects as preferential RSD tracers in the linear regime. We tested this hypothesis using a set of VIPERS mock catalogues that were built within the same HOD theoretical framework.
The main findings of the analysis on mock catalogues is that the accuracy of the growth-rate f σ 8 measurement can be improved by using sub-samples of galaxies. Blue galaxies, which are more likely to be central galaxies in low mass haloes, give less biased measurements of f σ 8 . Furthermore, by constructing volume limited samples, and in general by applying a luminosity cut, we can reduce the satellite fraction and further reduce the non-linear motions.
The mock experiments additionally show that the autocorrelation of the volume-limited blue galaxy sample provides the best estimate of the growth rate while maintaining a small statistical error. In fact, the statistical error we find matches that for the full galaxy sample (Pezzotta et al. 2017) despite using a sample that is half the size. This is consistent with the expectations from Bianchi et al. (2012) , who show that the error is driven by volume and scales weakly with number density. An additional consideration that can affect the error is the number of free parameters in the model. In the full analysis of Pezzotta et al. (2017) the parameters σ 8 and f were allowed to vary independently. This freedom is needed in the Taruya et al. (2010) parametrization but not for the Scoccimarro (2004) model adopted here. As long as a good fit can be found, reducing the number of model degrees of freedom should lead to stronger constraints. In making this argument, we do have to be aware of potential biases from effects that are omitted from both mocks and theory; in that case, recovery of the true growth rate from simulated data need not imply that unbiased results will also result from the same method applied to actual observations. Indeed, Reid et al. (2014) pointed out that different models of aligned peculiar velocities of central galaxies in massive structures may have significant impact on the RSD signal at separations of a few Mpc. The corrections seen by Reid et al. are not significant in comparison with the random errors in the current VIPERS work, which is why we have been content to construct mocks using the simple assumption that central galaxies sit at rest in their haloes. But the challenge of constructing full realistic mocks will only increase as RSD studies move into regimes of higher precision.
Applying our current methodology to the VIPERS data, we produced a new measurement of the growth rate at the effective redshift z = 0.85 using the auto-correlation of the volumelimited blue galaxy sample alone: f σ 8 (z = 0.85) = 0.45 ± 0.11. The estimate is consistent at the 1-σ level with those obtained from the full galaxy sample from the VIPERS dataset, and is fully consistent with the ΛCDM model constrained by the Planck data.
This work demonstrates that improved accuracy in RSD measurements can be achieved by identifying appropriate galaxy tracers. By selecting particular galaxy samples by colour and luminosity we are able to use relatively straightforward theoretical models without compromising the systematic and statistical precision on the estimates of the cosmological parameters. Furthermore, the use of this technique helps us in pushing the statistical analysis of RSD to relatively lower scales where the clustering signal is measured with higher statistical precision. We look forward to seeing this robust technique applied to forthcoming large surveys where the statistical precision on the growth rate is capable of reaching the few percent level. BOSS 6dFGR (Beutler et al. 2012) VVDS (Guzzo et al. 2008) SDSS (Howlett et al. 2015) FastSound (Okumura et al. 2016) VIPERS voids (Hawken et al. 2017) VIPERS RSD only (Pezzotta et al. 2017) VIPERS RSD + gg lensing (de la This work the web application providing online access to it were constructed as part of the activities of the German Astrophysical Virtual Observatory as result of a collaboration between the Leibniz-Institute for Astrophysics Potsdam (AIP) and the Spanish MultiDark Consolider Project CSD2009-00064. The Bolshoi and MultiDark simulations were run on the NASA's Pleiades supercomputer at the NASA Ames Research Center. We thank the reviewer for the insightful comments that led us to improve the overall message of this work.
where w s (θ) and w p (θ) are the angular two-point correlation function of the spectroscopically observed and underlying parent samples of galaxies and θ is the pair separation angle. As with the target sampling rate (Sect. 4.2), the application of the angular weight requires having the photometric parent sample in hand. However, using mock catalogues we demonstrated that the weight does not depend on the sample (see Fig.  A.1) . Thus we applied the angular weights computed for the flux-limited sample.
The effect of the angular weights together with the sampling weights is shown in Fig. 6 . We see that the target sampling rate produces the largest systematic effect. The angular correction does not further improve the measurement. For this reason we decided to not to use this correction when analysing the VIPERS data.
Appendix B: Impact of smoothing the data covariance matrix on the estimates of f σ 8
In Sect. 6 we used the boxcar algorithm (Mandelbaum et al. 2013 ) to smooth the off-diagonal elements of the data covariance matrix. The visual analysis of Fig. 8 shows that the smoothing does not alter the global structure of the correlation (or equivalently covariance) matrix. When smoothing the covariance matrix, it is crucial that such a scheme does not alter the estimated values of the fitting parameters. In Fig. B.1 we show the impact of the smoothing of data covariance matrix on the measurements of the linear growth rate f σ 8 with respect to the use of the raw estimates of the covariance matrix. It is clear that the smoothing scheme does not have a statistically significant effect on the best estimates of f σ 8 while it only makes the results more stable in the range of minimum fitting scales of interest, which is 5 h −1 Mpc s min 8 h −1 Mpc. Angular completeness 1/w A (θ) as a function of the pair separation angle θ estimated using the VIPERS mocks. All measurements are performed over the redshift range 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.0. The autocorrelation statistic of the full magnitude-limited sample (red continuous line) provides estimates of w A almost identical to those obtained using auto-correlation of volume-limited samples of blue galaxies (blue dots) and their cross correlation (green crosses) with the red ones. Impact of the smoothing of the data covariance matrix on the systematic errors on f σ 8 (filled circles, same as the filled blue circles in Fig. 13 ) when fitting the auto-correlation function of luminous blue galaxies in VIPERS-like mock samples. Measurements obtained using the raw estimates of the data covariance matrix are also shown as empty circles. In both cases error bars give the errors on the mean of the 153 mock samples. Fits are performed using the Scoccimarro model.
Appendix C: Dependence of results on the fitting method
In Sect. 7 we explored the parameter space through a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) technique where the measured multipole moments y s,(0) (s) and y s,(2) (s) averaged over 153 mock samples were fitted with the theoretical models using the related covariance matrix. The best-fit estimate for a given fitting parameter was taken as its value corresponding to the maximum of the one-dimensional marginalised posterior likelihood with the statistical error given by the corresponding 68% confidence level. But ideally one would like to apply the same procedure, adopted in the case of real data, to the measurements from each mock and take the mean of the best-fit estimates as the best estimate of the fitting parameter with its dispersion among 153 mocks as the statistical 1-σ error. However, the latter method is computationally time consuming given the large set of cases we explored in this work, in terms of different theoretical models, fitting scales and tracers. Here we show that these methods both yield to the same results in terms of the best estimate and statistical errors of the fitting parameters. In order to fairly compare the two fitting methods, when using the MCMC technique, here we fit the mean estimate of the multipole moments among 153 mocks with the data covariance matrix related to a single realization. The results are shown in Fig. C.1 . In particular, the distribution of the best fit values among 153 mock realisations qualitatively agrees with the 68% and 95% confidence levels of the two-dimensional marginalised posterior likelihoods obtained using the MCMC technique in the 2D plots. Furthermore, the marginalised one-dimensional posterior provides a good match to the frequency histograms. Also the best-fit estimates and the related 1-σ statistical errors obtained from the two methods are in a very good agreement. Overall we conclude that the results obtained in this work do not depend on the specific technique used here. In Sect. 7 we therefore used the Monte Carlo approach to fit the mean estimates of the 2PCF multipoles among our 153 mocks with the related covariance matrix.
distribution (see e.g. Crocce et al. 2010; Hoffmann et al. 2015) . The number count of galaxies N i in bin i (e.g. a bin of UV colour) measured in a volume V centred on position r can be written as
The mean number count in the bin isN i , δ i is the mean density contrast of the galaxy field in the volume and δN sn i is the noise which we assume to be Poissonian.
In the approximation of the linear, local and scaleindependent galaxy bias b i , we can rewrite Eq. (D.1) as
where δ m is the density contrast related to the overall matter in the volume V around r. The covariance matrix C i j of the number counts in the measurement bins i and j is defined as
where N s is the number of independent realisations and ∆ where σ 2 m is the variance of the matter density contrast in the volume V. Having at disposal only one realisation of our dataset, we replaceN i with the value directly measured from data.
The second term C SN i j in Eq. (D.4) is related to the noise on the measurements. This is assumed to be Poissonian and thus independent of the position r. The Poissonian shot-noise contribution to C i j is diagonal and given by
The estimation of σ 2 m (V) requires the knowledge of the window function which describes the peculiar geometry of the survey. Alternatively, rather than computing directly the window function, one can use a catalogue of randomly distributed points within the survey, with the same radial and angular selection function of the galaxy sample under consideration, to probe the related volume. Another ingredient to compute the variance σ 2 m (V) is the matter two-point correlation function ξ m which we compute using the publicly available CAMB code (Lewis et al. 2000) for the reference cosmological model. Once the volume V is populated with a sufficiently dense catalogue of N R random points, the variance σ with ∆V i being the volume probed by the i -th random particle. We approximate ∆V i with where the shot noise term is written with the Kronecker delta δ K i j . The biases b i and b j of galaxies in bins i and j are, in practice difficult to infer directly from data. We thus approximate them with a constant bias value. the applied model. The best-fit model to these mean measurements for s min = 5 h −1 Mpc is also shown in Fig. E .2 that corresponds to the following set of parameters: f σ 8 = 0.22 (±0.01), b r σ 8 = 1.208 (±0.002) and σ 12 = 3.29 (±0.02). As extensively discussed in the main text, the recovered f σ 8 is significantly biased low, compared to the fiducial value of the mocks, f σ 8 = 0.46, corresponding to a −52% systematic error. The figure shows more clearly what happens: the fit is substantially driven by the points at small separations (s < 8 h −1 Mpc), due to their small error bars, and the same model cannot fit both small and large scales adequately. We explore the sensitivity to the different parameters by overplotting a range of models when we fixed the growth rate to the fiducial value, f σ 8 = 0.46, and varied the pairwise dispersion σ 12 over the range [0, 10] h −1 Mpc; we also set the bias to b r σ 8 = 1.0, to match the monopole at large scales. What the curves show is that when the fiducial growth rate is fixed, the model can reproduce the measured monopole with a virtually null pairwise dispersion, but it is not capable of fitting the quadrupole particularly at small scales. We also note from Fig. 10 that if separations smaller than s min = 10 h −1 Mpc are excluded, then the systematic error estimated from the red mocks volume-limited sample becomes negligible (the full magnitude-limited sample still gives a large systematic even for such large values of s min as shown in Fig. 9 ).
The conclusion is that the higher non-linear velocity component in the mock samples, which is stronger than in the real data (see Fig. 7 ) exacerbates the limitations of the model, evidencing where its weaknesses lie. The increasingly better performances obtained with the volume-limited sample of real red galaxy data (which clearly show a smaller contribution from nonlinear motions than the mocks) and the blue galaxy experiments are all consistent with the main result of this paper: that relatively simple RSD models can be applied including measurements down to scales as small as 5 h −1 Mpc to obtain virtually unbiased results, provided that the non-linear small-scale component of the velocity field is minimised. We have shown that an effective way to obtain this is to work with volume-limited samples of blue luminous galaxies.
